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WHY DOES 
THE MEDIA 

IGNORE 
NUCLEAR?





REACTOR EVOLUTION UP TO GEN IV



OLD-FASHIONED LWR (VOGTLE)

• These huge Gen-III LWRs are NOT 
“ADVANCED”, because they are:
• Anachronistic in design (1943).
• Land-print is too large. 
• Expensive, over-engineered for 

safety, post-Fukushima.
• Fuel utilization is low (1 – 2 %).
• Too much reliance on 

specialized equipment and skills.



EUROPEAN PRESSURIZED REACTOR (EPR)
• EPRs (Gen III) - designed by a consortium: - Areva/EDF/Siemens - ~ 

in early 2000’s; some are running; others still building in China, UK, 
India, Belarus.
• Many were cancelled or delayed (in Canada, Czech Rep., 

Finland, Italy, UAE, USA) after Fukushima (3/2011).
• France (Flamanville),   Finland (Olkiluoto),   England (Hinkley Point)



A BIG NUCLEAR NEGATIVE (GEN 3)



NEW GEN III REACTOR IN BELARUS
• Belarus’ 1st plant 

has two Russian 
1194 MWe units,   
to provide 1/3rd
of their electricity.



SO.…HOW DOES USA COMPARE ?



NEEDED NOW: SMALL MODULAR REACTORS (SMRS)
• An SMR’s operation can be based on Gen II, or IV technologies.
• So, …. what characterizes an SMR? (Most of them generate < 300 MWe.)
• 1) it can run independently without active cooling (or offsite power)
• 2) it is small enough to have the entire reactor module fabricated at a 

central facility, and to be shipped on a rail car or by truck to the site for 
final assembly.



SMR = SIZE OF 
2 SCHOOL BUSES 

STACKED UPRIGHT

• SMRs are small, scaled to fit the need, 
such as replacing a coal plant or for 
providing power in remote areas.
• SMRs are modular, able to be mass-

produced off-site, then transported & 
attached to a steam plant.
• SMRs cool themselves by natural 

convection, without needing pumps.



THE TURBINE REMAINS ON THE SURFACE….

• Steam from the  
reactor (red line) 
drives the turbine 
(at right), which 
also drives the 
generator 
(center) and 
feeds the GRID.



12 NUSCALE SMR REACTORS CAN FIT  HERE

ENGINEER’S DRAWING                        ARTIST’S SKETCH



FANCY SMR DESIGN BY ROLLS ROYCE

• Functional 
plan explains 
unusual shape 
with small 
footprint and 
pastoral 
setting.
• Output:400 

Mwe.



UK’S ROLLS ROYCE SMR OF THE FUTURE



UK CONSORTIUM AND GLOBAL MARKETS
/                            /



UK PROJECTED ENERGY PROFILE



FLOATING SMR IN RUSSIAN ARCTIC
• This floating modular reactor 

provides power for up to 
200,000  people in Murmansk.
• Fueled every 5 years, its 2 KLT 

water-cooled reactors make 
70 MWe, (300 MW of heat) 
and should last ~ 40 years.
• For now it is the first operating 

SMR, & the first floating 
atomic power plant in the 
Arctic. 



KOREA’S KAERI SMR 
IS SMART &POPULAR, 
AMONG OTHERS…



GEN IV: ENRICO FERMI (L) & WALTER ZINN (R)

• Walter Zinn was a Canadian 
émigré, naturalized as a U.S. 
citizen in 1938. He came from 
Columbia U to Chicago with 
Fermi in 1942, and was soon 
seen as a model for directing 
the building and operation of 
the EBR-1.
• Zinn’s EBR-1 became the 

workhorse (for decades) for 
studying the effects of 
radiation on all kinds of 
materials.



WHY SODIUM FAST REACTORS (SFRS) 
ARE MORE EFFICIENT THAN LWRS





GLOBAL 
HISTORY OF 

25 FAST,
GEN IV  

REACTORS 
USED OVER 

400 
OPERATING 

YEARS





MOLTEN SALT REACTORS      
DIFFER FROM OTHER FAST REACTORS BECAUSE THEY:

• 1. Use liquid fuel dissolved in 
molten salt, avoid complex 
fuel loading, and produce 
heat directly into transfer fluid.
• 2. Reprocess the fuel without 

having to shut down the 
reactor, and extract the 
fission products, so the original 
nuclides can be completely 
fissioned à

• 3. Have a holding tank under 
a freeze-valve in case of over-
heating à



MSRS HAVE OTHER ADVANTAGES

• Typical waste from a 1000 MWe MSR 
over 30-years < 100 lb (1/2 sq. ft.).

• Plutonium waste is 1/1000th that of a 
comparable LWR (light water reactor). 

• MSRs automatically ”throttle down” as 
atoms in fluid thermally expand.

• Thus, there cannot be a “meltdown”.
• Higher temps give ~30% better thermal 

efficiency without pressurization.
• MSRs can be fueled readily by thorium 

and/or uranium. 



MSR COMPANIES IN N. AMERICA
COMPANY NAME LOCATION LEADER REMARKS

Terrestrial Chalk River, Ontario Simon Irish Small modular design

TerraPower Bellevue, WA Bill Gates Southern Company

Elysium Schenectady, NY Ed Phiel Extensive experience

Thorcon Power Stevenson, WA Lars Jorgensen Scalable, Thorium fuel

Moltex St, John, Canada Ian Scott Thorium in Cl salt

Flibe Huntsville, AL Kirk Sorenson Thorium in F-Be salt

AlphaTech Salt Lake City, UT Data requested Micro-reactors too.



THORIUM 
IS THE 
FUEL.

MSR IS 
THE 

TOOL



NUCLEAR VS. RENEWABLES #1
• Power plants based on the fission of Uranium or Thorium generate 

power 24/7, and they last 3 - 4 times longer than solar or wind 
plants, which need battery backup.
• The space required to support nuclear plants are up to 100 times 

less than for solar and wind plants with battery backup.



NUCLEAR VS. RENEWABLES #2
•Material Input, in 

terms of tonnes
per TWh à

• Note that the low 
capacity factor for 
solar energy enlarges 
its relative consumption 
of cement and steel, 
compared with 
nuclear power.



NUCLEAR VS. RENEWABLES #3
• The entire US nuclear fleet has 

generated <80,000 tons of waste 
after 60 years, and most of the 
“waste” is spent fuel, ready to be 
consumed in Gen-4 reactors as 
soon as we start to make them, 
so mining will not be needed for 
>1000 years.
• The cost of nuclear power will 

become competitive with wind 
and solar power as soon as Gen-
4 reactors are mass-produced in 
factories and assembled on site.



NUCLEAR VS. RENEWABLES #4
• As ground transportation 

switches from polluting gas & 
diesel to electricity, nuclear 
power will be needed to 
provide sufficient energy to 
leave coal and methane 
underground.
• Fission reactors will eventually  

power commercial shipping, 
and could be used to make 
hydrogen for hybrid power in 
commercial aircraft.



HOW CAN WE COMBAT FEAR?

• Fear dominates 
public opinion, 
based on poor 
understanding, 
and acceptance 
of green rhetoric 
that all will be fine 
with renewable 
energy alone. 
• Big oil loves our 

ignorance.



TO SUMMARIZE: WHY AM I OPTIMISTIC?
• 1. NuScale, and other SMRs, now being 

approved by NRC, give a “time-bridge” 
until Gen-4 reactors are common.
• 2. Six different Gen-4 families give a multi-

faceted approach.
• 3. The concept of floating reactors à

(by Thorcon) is practical for Indonesia.  
• 4. Fission power will reduce carbon 

emissions for transportation (maritime & 
rail) as well as making heat & electricity.
• 5. Gen-4 reactors consume old spent fuel, 

so we can forget about nuclear waste.



FISSION CAN HELP US SOLVE PROBLEMS



FOR MORE INFORMATION,
TRY THIS: RETHINKINGNUCLEAR.ORG


